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In recent years, China's rapid economic development has brought about a
qualitative change in our lives. But at the same time, with the continuous
improvement of people's living standards, more and more residential robbery, theft
and other cases. In order to better protect the safety of life and property of the district
business, but also in order to do the evidence when the incident can be pursued,
choose to create a residential intelligent monitoring alarm system, combined with the
current intelligent monitoring alarm business process is inevitable.
Based on the investigation of the current situation of the monitoring and
alarming management of a residential district, the system analyzes the actual needs of
the intelligent monitoring and alarming management in the district, and puts forward
the drawbacks of the intelligent monitoring and alarming management in the district
and clarifies the system's business flow. In the design and development, the system
uses the current more mature network technology, through the SSH framework
technology, choose UML technology to establish the use case model,making the
system more flexible. The system is divided into display part, business application
part, business logic part, data access part and infrastructure part, which is convenient
for system management and maintenance based on B / S architecture technology.
According to the system's business requirements, the system from the data
management, monitoring and management, vehicle identification management and
other aspects of the design of the function, but also designed the system management
functions for the maintenance of basic functions, intelligent monitoring by cell alarm
management entities Information analysis, completed the system database design. In
the final implementation, the system chooses the Java development language and SQL
Server 2008 database technology, and carries on the detailed realization description to
the system business function. Finally, through the test, the practicality of the system is
verified.















the actual situation analysis, system design is reasonable, simple operation, stable
operation. The development of the system makes the district intelligent monitoring
alarm management more intelligent and efficient, greatly improve the safety of
security, for the people of the current standard of living of continuous improvement,
the quality of life requirements are increasingly high, intelligent security monitoring
Appear is of very important significance.
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